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Abstract 

Micropaleontologists often consider relative abundances of taxa to infer past ecological, 

environmental and climate conditions and dynamics. However, most published 

micropaleontological studies involving relative abundance data still do not routinely consider 

the counting uncertainty inherent to any sample, and thus simply ignore the statistical 

confidence interval (CI) related to a relative abundance or abundance-based ratio value. In 

an attempt to make this rather classic computation freely and easily available to the scientific 

community, we highlight here the calculation of binomial proportion CIs based on the ‘exact’ 

Clopper–Pearson method as implemented in the user-friendly PAST freeware. We also 

introduce a general solution for the computation of the CI related to any abundance-based 

ratio. In all cases, we strongly recommend that future studies involving taxonomic 

abundance-based data should systematically display the CIs associated to sample 

estimates, the only way to integrate sampling uncertainties into result interpretation. 

 

1. Introduction 

Micropaleontology is a diversified field within paleontology, focusing on different fossil groups 

from centimeter to micrometer-size and addressing a large array of scientific questions. It is 

commonly used in biostratigraphy, geochemistry, paleoecology, paleoclimatology and 

paleoenvironmental reconstructions, as well as evolutionary studies (e.g., Armstrong and 

Brasier, 2005; Saraswati and Srinivasan, 2016). Many works consider the relative 

abundances of taxa (expressed as proportions or percentages, based on counted fossil 

specimens per sample) as the starting point from which all subsequent analyses derive. 

Hence, many conclusive interpretations in micropaleontological studies are dependent upon 

the reliability of such relative abundance results. 

Nannofossil micropaleontology (which focuses on the study of micrometer-sized calcareous 

platelets – coccoliths – produced by unicellular haptophyte algae and on calcite particles of 

incertae sedis organisms) provides numerous and diverse examples of relative abundance 

data-based studies. Such kind of data together with paleoclimatic interpretations have been 

abundantly produced over the last decades (e.g., McIntyre, 1967). This type of data is 

analysed from the Late Triassic – when these organisms first appear in the geological record 

(Gardin et al., 2012) – up to Holocene microfossil studies.  

Among the micropaleontological studies dealing with relative abundances, only few works 

display the statistical CIs associated with empirical (i.e., sampled) proportions or percentages 

– e.g., pollens (Beaudoin et al., 2007); calcareous nannofossils (Beaufort et al., 2010; 

Suchéras-Marx et al., 2015); phytoliths (Strömberg and McInerney, 2011). This recurrent lack 



of CIs undermines the statistical reliability of the interpretations and conclusions, a serious 

issue which has been often dealt with in the literature (e.g., Mosimann, 1965; Maher, 1981; 

Fatela and Taborda, 2002; Strömberg, 2009; Heslop et al., 2011), although so far with little 

practical application within the micropaleontological community. 

In this note, we present a simple and rather classic practical solution on this issue, using the 

‘exact’ Clopper–Pearson confidence interval method for relative abundance. Notwithstanding 

some software being already available (e.g., PALYHELP 

[http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/softlib/palyhelp.html] or Dorai-Raj’s (2014) R Package 

'binom' [https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/binom/index.html]), such calculation is now 

implemented in the free and user-friendly statistical software PAST (Hammer et al., 2001). In 

addition, we introduce two solutions (in the form of an excel sheet and also implemented in 

PAST) for the computation of the CI related to any ratio contrasting the abundances of two or 

more taxa as customarily defined and used over the last decades in many paleoecological, 

paleoclimatic or paleoenvironmental micropaleontological studies. In order to increase the 

statistical reliability, we hope that such user-friendly computational solutions will encourage 

the micropaleontological community to provide the statistical confidence intervals associated 

with relative abundance and abundance-based ratio results.  

 

2. Methods 

2.1. The ‘exact’ Clopper–Pearson confidence interval for a relative abundance 

Binomial proportion CI calculation in the case of asymptotic normal approximation (also 

called Wald CI) is the simplest way to calculate a binomial proportion CI; it was 

recommended by some previous authors (e.g., Fatela and Taborda, 2002). If p is the 

empirical (i.e., sampled) proportion and n the sample size, the 95% CI related to p is: 

 

𝐶𝐼 = [𝑝 − 1.96√(
𝑝(1−𝑝)

𝑛
) ; 𝑝 + 1.96√(

𝑝(1−𝑝)

𝑛
)], 

 

where 1.96 is the approximate value of the 97.5 percentile point of the standard Normal 

distribution. 

The binomial proportion CI calculated with PAST since v. 3.06 is based on Clopper and 

Pearson’s (1934) method, which is a slightly more complex technique than Wald’s normal 

approximation. For  = 0.05 (i.e., for a 1 –  = 95% CI), x being the number of successes 

and n the number of trials, i.e., 𝑝 =
𝑥

𝑛
 is the empirical proportion of a taxon of interest (x 

counted specimens) within a given sample made of n specimens, we have: 
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where F[c; d1, d2] denotes the 1 – c quantile of the Fisher distribution with d1 and d2 degrees 

of freedom. The Clopper–Pearson method – referred as ‘exact’ since there is no 

approximation – outperforms the normal approximation methods for three main reasons: (i) it 

renders much more accurate confidence intervals for small-size samples; (ii) it cannot 

calculate CI boundaries beyond 0% and 100%; and (iii) it yields increasingly asymmetrical 

results as p departs from 50% whereas Wald CI is symmetric by definition. 

Other proportion CI computation techniques exist (e.g., Brown et al., 2001). For instance, the 

Agresti-Coull, Wilson or Jeffreys CIs can be compared online to the Wald and Clopper-



Pearson CI using the EpiTools web page 

(http://epitools.ausvet.com.au/content.php?page=CIProportion). However, these three 

alternate (and computationally more complex) methods usually return CI boundaries very 

close to the Clopper–Pearson method, which is slightly more conservative in most cases – 

i.e., defining a slightly larger CI (Brown et al., 2001). 

 

 
Figure 1: Representation of empirical (i.e., sampled) proportions (%) and associated binomial (Clopper–Pearson) 

95% CIs in PAST v. 3.06 and higher (data: Biscutum constans from the Rødryggen section dataset published by 

Pauly et al., 2012). 

 

2.2. Calculation procedure for a proportion CI using PAST v. 3.06 and higher 

The free statistical software PAST (Hammer et al., 2001; https://folk.uio.no/ohammer/past/) is 

a steadily evolving and updated software for scientific data analysis. The latest released 

version is PAST 3.23 (February 2019) and the first version proposing computation of 

Clopper–Pearson 95% CI was PAST 3.06. The procedure for calculation is very simple and 

straightforward – see the 'Reference manual' provided by Ø. Hammer and updated every 

new version (http://folk.uio.no/ohammer/past/past3manual.pdf). Input data should be 

presented as following (see also Supplementary Fig. 1 and Supplementary Material 1): 

- Rows: each row corresponds to a sample; 

- Columns: except for the last one, each column corresponds to the empirical (i.e., 

sampled) percentage of a given taxon (ranging from 0 to 100%); 

- Last column corresponds to the total number of counted specimens per sample. 

Even if several taxa (columns) can be recorded in a single sample ordered by taxon in a 

spreadsheet, Clopper–Pearson 95% CI for one or more samples must be calculated for each 

taxon separately by selecting only two columns: the taxon of interest and the total number of 

specimens counted per sample (Supplementary Fig. 1). Users have to select the module 

'Multiple Proportion CIs' from the menu 'Univariate' (Supplementary Fig. 1). The output result 

is displayed in a plot where empirical proportions are represented by dots (connected or not) 

and their associated 95% CIs are represented by whiskers (‘Plot’ tab; Figure 1, 

Supplementary Fig. 2). Samples can be plotted horizontally from left to right or vertically from 

bottom to top (‘flip axes’ option). As usual with PAST, a ‘Graph settings’ window offers 

several options to customize graphic preferences (e.g., graphic window size, font, font size, 

symbol size, min-max values and labels of the two axes, etc.). The resulting graph can finally 

http://epitools.ausvet.com.au/content.php?page=CIProportion
https://folk.uio.no/ohammer/past/
http://folk.uio.no/ohammer/past/past3manual.pdf


be saved (various formats available: SVG, PDF, JPG, TIFF…) and/or copied and pasted as a 

bitmap image. Alternatively, users can display results in a five-column numerical table format 

(including sample name, empirical percentage value, 95% CI lower and upper limits, and 

total number of specimens per sample) which can be directly copied and pasted in any text 

editor or spreadsheet program of their choice (‘Numbers’ tab; Supplementary Figs. 3, 

Supplementary Material 2).  

 

2.3. Confidence intervals for taxonomic abundance-based ratios 

Over the last two decades, numerous paleoenvironmental indices have been proposed in the 

micropaleontological literature, corresponding to abundance ratios of selected taxa (e.g., 

Aguado et al., 2014; Aizawa et al., 2004; Bornemann et al., 2005; Flores et al., 2000; Gale et 

al., 2000; Herrle, 2003, Herrle et al., 2003; Linnert et al., 2011; Marino et al., 2009; 

Mutterlose et al., 2014; Tiraboschi et al., 2009; Tremolada et al., 2006; Villa et al., 2008; 

Watkins and Self-Trail, 2005; see Supplementary Material 3). Such indices were based on 

the estimated ecological preferences of different taxa of interest. Even if they correspond to 

different taxon associations, all these paleoenvironmental indices can be expressed in a 

single general formula including three categories of taxa (see Supplementary Material 3): 

- One or more taxa involved only in the numerator of the ratio; 

- One or more taxa involved only in the denominator of the ratio; 

- One or more taxa involved simultaneously in the numerator and denominator of the 

ratio. 

Whatever the actual number of taxa included in each category, let a, b, and c be the 

numbers of counted specimens (i.e., raw numbers of counted specimen) for each of these 

three categories, respectively; this gives the simple general form of the ratio 𝑟 =
𝑎+𝑐

𝑏+𝑐
. In some 

cases, r involves all three categories of taxa (e.g., Herrle et al., 2003; Aguado et al., 2014); in 

this case, r ranges between 0 (when 𝑎 + 𝑐 = 0) and a + 1 (when b = 0 and c = 1), and is 

undefined (infinite) when 𝑏 + 𝑐 = 0. Alternatively, there can be no taxa shared by the 

numerator and denominator (i.e., c = 0), leading to 𝑟 =
𝑎

𝑏
 (e.g., Gale et al., 2000; Linnert et 

al., 2011); in this case, r ranges between 0 (when a = 0) and a (when b = 1), and is 

undefined (infinite) when b =0. In most paleoenvironmental indices proposed so far, no taxa 

are involved only in the numerator (i.e., a = 0), giving 𝑟 =
𝑐

𝑏+𝑐
 (see examples in 

Supplementary Material 3). In this case, r ranges between 0 (when c = 0) and 1 (when b = 0), 

and can be expressed either as a proportion or a percentage (100).  

Excluding the trivial case where 𝑏 + 𝑐 = 0, making 𝑟 = ∞, and considering the non-trivial 

situation where the numerator is non-zero, and thus r > 0, the statistical confidence interval of 

r results from the propagation of the binomial errors related to each sampled taxon, and thus 

related to a, b and c with respect to 𝑇 = 𝑎 + 𝑏 + 𝑐. In the particular (but most frequent) case 

where =
𝑐

𝑏+𝑐
 , its CI is actually the binomial CI related to 𝑝 =

𝑐

𝑛
 where 𝑛 = 𝑏 + 𝑐, making it 

possible to use the Clopper–Pearson method as detailed above and implemented in PAST 

v. 3.06 and higher. In all other cases (including 𝑟 =
𝑎+𝑐

𝑏+𝑐
, 𝑟 =

𝑎

𝑏
, and also 𝑟 =

𝑎+𝑐

𝑐
), r is not a 

proportion and the analytical combination of such asymmetric and dependent errors is not 

straightforward (Barlow, 2004). Here we propose two solutions, one based on a Monte-Carlo 

procedure and using normal approximation of arcsine-transformed proportions and a second 

one based on a bootstrapping procedure. 



For the Monte Carlo procedure, we first note that 𝑟 =
𝑎+𝑐

𝑏+𝑐
=

𝑎+𝑐

𝑇
𝑏+𝑐

𝑇

=
(
𝑎

𝑇
)+(

𝑐

𝑇
)

(
𝑏

𝑇
)+(

𝑐

𝑇
)
 where 𝑇 = 𝑎 + 𝑏 +

𝑐. Let e and g be the arcsine-transformed values related to the empirical proportions a/T and 

c/T, respectively, i.e.: 𝑒 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛−1 (√
𝑎

𝑇
) and 𝑔 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛−1 (√

𝑐

𝑇
). By definition, e and g are normally 

distributed variables with a sample standard deviation (s) of √1 (4𝑇)⁄  (Sokal and Rohlf, 

2011). Let e* and g* be normally distributed random variates with mean e and g, and 

standard deviation s, respectively. Then, e* and g* are back-transformed to proportion values 

(
𝑎

𝑇
)
∗
 and (

𝑐

𝑇
)
∗
, i.e.: (

𝑎

𝑇
)
∗
= (𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑒∗))

2
 and (

𝑐

𝑇
)
∗
= (𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑔∗))

2
. Finally, a Monte-Carlo estimate 

of r is calculated as 𝑟∗ =
(
𝑎

𝑇
)
∗
+(

𝑐

𝑇
)
∗

1−(
𝑎

𝑇
)
∗  – since 𝑇 = 𝑎 + 𝑏 + 𝑐, we have 

𝑎

𝑇
+

𝑏

𝑇
+

𝑐

𝑇
= 1, and thus 

𝑏

𝑇
+

𝑐

𝑇
= 1 −

𝑎

𝑇
, making the Monte-Carlo estimate of (

𝑏

𝑇
)
∗
 unnecessary. This procedure is reiterated 

a large number of times (say, 10,000 times), ultimately leading to a Monte-Carlo distribution 

of the statistical uncertainty related to r, from which the 
100−𝑥

2
 and 

100+𝑥

2
 percentiles define the 

lower and upper limits of the x% CI, respectively (e.g., the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles for the 

95% CI). We provide an Excel sheet designed to calculate the 90%, 95% and 99% CIs 

associated to r, Log10(r), and √𝑟 (Supplementary Material 5). This method is also available in 

PAST since v. 3.23. 

Alternatively, confidence intervals for r can be estimated by bootstrapping (e.g., Davison and 

Hinkley, 1997). Random replicates of size T are constructed by resampling from the original 

sample with replacement. In practice this is done by selecting random a’, b’ and c’ with 

probabilities proportional to a, b and c (i.e., from a trinomial distribution, or binomial if one of 

a, b, c is zero). A large number (e.g., 10,000) of replicates are computed, and r’ is computed 

for each replicate. A 95% CI is then estimated from the distribution of r’. We have found that 

the confidence intervals estimated with bootstrapping and with the method described above 

generally converge for T>50, but for smaller sample sizes the bootstrapped CI is 

considerably smaller (Supplementary Material 6). Bootstrapped confidence intervals for r can 

be computed with PAST, v. 3.23 onwards. 

 

3. Beyond counting strategy 

Micropaleontologists use dedicated sample preparation techniques and counting procedures 

adapted to their goal (e.g., biostratigraphy, paleoecology, paleoclimatology) and to the 

different types of fossils under study. Since counting procedures are sampling procedures, all 

these techniques involve a minimum number of specimens to be recorded in order to achieve 

reliable results (e.g., Fatela and Taborda, 2002; Haidar et al., 2018). For instance, Fatela and 

Taborda (2002) suggested that a minimum of n = 100 counted specimens is needed to 

sample species representing at least 5% of the original population. This easy-to-use 

conclusion has been highly cited so far (189 citations based on ScienceDirect and 283 

citations based on Google Scholar in January 2019), although Fatela and Taborda’s (2002) 

main recommendation was “Generally, we suggest that percent abundance given in 

micropaleontological studies should include the binomial error estimate” (op. cit., p. 169), 

which was not followed by most of the studies citing them. 

Indeed, the CI related to any empirical proportion p directly depends on p and n, as 

illustrated in Table 1 for some selected p-n couples as well as in Fig. 2 for p = 50% and p = 

5%: for a given sample size (n), the CI increases as p becomes closer to 50%, whereas for a 



given empirical proportion (p), the CI decreases as n increases – i.e., as the sampling effort 

increases, the empirical proportion p more and more accurately estimates the ‘real’ 

proportion value. 

 

n \ p 1% 5% 25% 50% 75% 95% 99% 

10 [~0%; 30.9%] [0.25%; 
44.5%] 

[2.52%; 
55.6%] 

[18.7%; 
81.3%] 

[44.4%; 
97.5%] 

[55.5%; 
99.7%] 

[69.2%; 
~100%] 

50 [~0%; 10.7%] [1.26%; 
16.6%] 

[13.1%; 
38.2%] 

[35.5%; 
64.5%] 

[61.8%; 
86.9%] 

[83.4%; 
98.8%] 

[89.4%; 
~100%] 

100 [~0%; 5.45%] [1.64%; 
11.3%] 

[16.9%; 
34.7%] 

[39.8%; 
60.2%] 

[65.3%; 
83.1%] 

[88.7%; 
98.4%] 

[94.6%; 
~100%] 

200 [0.12%; 
3.57%] 

[2.42%; 
9.00%] 

[19.2%; 
31.6%] 

[42.9%; 
57.1%] 

[68.4%; 
80.8%] 

[91.0%; 
97.6%] 

[96.4%; 
99.9%] 

300 [0.21%; 
2.13%] 

[2.83%; 
8.11%] 

[20.2%; 
30.3%] 

[44.2%; 
55.8%] 

[69.7%; 
79.8%] 

[91.9%; 
97.2%] 

[97.1%; 
99.8%] 

400 [0.27%; 
2.54%] 

[3.08%; 
7.62%] 

[20.8%; 
29.5%] 

[45.0%; 
55.0%] 

[70.5%; 
79.2%] 

[92.4%; 
96.9%] 

[97.5%; 
99.7%] 

500 [0.33%; 
1.87%] 

[3.26%; 
7.29%] 

[21.3%; 
29.0%] 

[45.5%; 
54.5%] 

[71.0%; 
78.7%] 

[92.7%; 
96.7%] 

[97.7%; 
99.7%] 

Table 1: Clopper–Pearson 95% confidence intervals for selected p (sample proportion) and n (sample size = total 

number of counted specimens) values. Note that the CI is symmetric around p only for p = 50%, and becomes 

more and more asymmetric as p approaches 0% or 100%. 

 

 
Figure 2: Effect of the empirical proportion p and sample size n values on the binomial (Clopper-Pearson) 

95% CI (see Table 1 for detailed values). (A) p = 50%. (B) p = 5%. 

 

For the very same reason, it is exactly the same for a taxonomic abundance-based ratio, 

whose CI directly depends on the empirical ratio estimate r and sample size T, as well as on 

the relative number of specimens shared by the numerator and denominator of r (i.e., the 

c/T-value) (Table 2):  

- For a given sample size (T), the CI increases as r increases; 

- For a given empirical ratio (r), the CI decreases as T increases; 

- For given T and r values, the CI decreases as c/T increases. 

It is worth noting that the smallest CIs are expected for r values close to the unity and large 

c/T-values corresponding to a large percentage of counted specimens involved 

simultaneously in the numerator and denominator of r. This could naively argue against 
𝑎

𝑏
-

type ratios and favor ratios where a large number of abundant taxa are shared by the 

numerator and denominator, leading to large c-values with respect to a and b. However, in 

this case, r variations from one sample to another are expected to be very small, strongly 

reducing the between-sample discrimination power of such ratio. From a purely statistical 



point of view, a compromise must therefore be sought when defining a taxonomic 

abundance-based ratio by contrasting taxa with opposite characteristics at the numerator 

and denominator (increasing the between-sample discrimination power of r), and by also 

including taxa with ‘neutral’ characteristics shared by the numerator and denominator to 

control the extent of the CI. 

 

 r = 0.2 r = 0.5 r = 1 r = 2 r = 5 

T c/T 95% CI c/T 95% CI c/T 95% CI c/T 95% CI c/T 95% CI 

30 0%§ [0.06; 0.47] 0%§ [0.22; 1.04] 0%§ [0.48; 2.08] 0%§ [0.97; 4.58] 0%§ [2.15; 16.5] 

 7%* [0.07; 0.45] 20%* [0.25; 0.94] 33%* [0.56; 1.77] 20%* [1.04; 4.17] 7%* [2.20; 15.6] 

 14%* [0.08; 0.41] 40%* [0.30; 0.79] 66%* [0.69; 1.49] 40%* [1.12; 3.84] 14%* [2.26; 14.9] 

 20%$ [0.08; 0.36] 50%$ [0.32; 0.68] 99%* [0.94; 1.11] 50%£ [1.17; 3.68] 20%£ [2.31; 14.4] 

90 0%§ [0.11; 0.34] 0%§ [0.32; 0.77] 0%§ [0.66; 1.52] 0%§ [1.31; 3.16] 0%§ [2.99; 9.35] 

 7%* [0.11; 0.33] 20%* [0.34; 0.72] 33%* [0.72; 1.38] 20%* [1.37; 3.02] 7%* [3.05; 9.05] 

 14%* [0.12; 0.31] 40%* [0.38; 0.65] 66%* [0.81; 1.25] 40%* [1.43; 2.86] 14%* [3.10; 8.90] 

 20%$ [0.12; 0.29] 50%$ [0.40; 0.60] 99%* [0.97; 1.05] 50%£ [1.46; 2.80] 20%£ [3.14; 8.70] 

150 0%§ [0.13; 0.30] 0%§ [0.35; 0.70] 0%§ [0.72; 1.38] 0%§ [1.44; 2.85] 0%§ [3.34; 7.95] 

 7%* [0.13; 0.29] 20%* [0.37; 0.66] 33%* [0.77; 1.29] 20%* [1.49; 2.74] 7%* [3.39; 7.75] 

 14%* [0.14; 0.28] 40%* [0.40; 0.61] 66%* [0.85; 1.19] 40%* [1.53; 2.64] 14%* [3.43; 7.71] 

 20%$ [0.14; 0.27] 50%$ [0.42; 0.58] 99%* [0.98; 1.04] 50%£ [1.56; 2.60] 20%£ [3.46; 7.60] 

210 0%§ [0.14; 0.28] 0%§ [0.37; 0.66] 0%§ [0.76; 1.31] 0%§ [1.51; 2.69] 0%§ [3.54; 7.35] 

 7%* [0.14; 0.28] 20%* [0.39; 0.63] 33%* [0.81; 1.24] 20%* [1.56; 2.60] 7%* [3.58; 7.28] 

 14%* [0.14; 0.27] 40%* [0.42; 0.60] 66%* [0.87; 1.16] 40%* [1.60; 2.52] 14%* [3.62; 7.16] 

 20%$ [0.15; 0.26] 50%$ [0.43; 0.56] 99%* [0.98; 1.03] 50%£ [1.62; 2.49] 20%£ [3.66; 7.10] 

300 0%§ [0.15; 0.27] 0%§ [0.39; 0.63] 0%§ [0.80; 1.25] 0%§ [1.58; 2.56] 0%§ [3.75; 6.91] 

 7%* [0.15; 0.26] 20%* [0.41; 0.61] 33%* [0.84; 1.20] 20%* [1.62; 2.49] 7%* [3.79; 6.82] 

 14%* [0.15; 0.26] 40%* [0.43; 0.58] 66%* [0.89; 1.13] 40%* [1.66; 2.43] 14%* [3.81; 6.75] 

 20%$ [0.16; 0.25] 50%$ [0.44; 0.56] 99%* [0.99; 1.02] 50%£ [1.68; 2.40] 20%£ [3.85; 6.68] 

§: 𝑟 =
𝑎

𝑏
; *: 𝑟 =

𝑎+𝑐

𝑏+𝑐
; $: 𝑟 =

𝑐

𝑏+𝑐
; £: 𝑟 =

𝑎+𝑐

𝑐
. 

Table 2: 95% confidence intervals for selected values of r (taxonomic abundance-based ratio), T (sample size = 

number of counted specimens participating in the computation of r), and c/T (percentage of counted specimens 

involved both in the numerator and denominator of r). Note that the CI converges towards [1; 1] as T and c/T 

increases and r becomes closer to 1. 

 

4. Example: Rødryggen section from Pauly et al. (2012) published in Marine 

Micropaleontology 

In order to highlight the benefits of CI computation, we have calculated the Clopper–Pearson 

95% CI corresponding to Pauly et al.’s (2012) Rødryggen section dataset for nine 

coccolithophorid taxa of interest as well as for their Nutrient Index (Supplementary Material 

4). These calculations are for illustrative purposes; we do not intend to discuss here Pauly et 

al.’s (2012) paleoenvironmental or paleoecological conclusions. Pauly et al. (2012) applied a 

common counting procedure by counting at least 300 specimens per sample. Figure 3 

displays a plot similar to Pauly et al. (2012: fig. 3), but where the 95% CIs are added for each 

taxon as a gray interval, allowing for the direct observation of the statistical uncertainty 

related to each empirical relative abundance. For some taxa (e.g., Crucibiscutum spp.), there 

are indeed significant variations and long-term trends in relative abundance (i.e., percentage 

changes beyond the 95% CI of sample values). However, most of the variations recorded for 

less abundant taxa (e.g., Nannoconus spp. and Cretarhabdus spp.) fall within the 95% CI of 

the empirical percentages and therefore cannot be distinguished from random sampling 

noise of neither paleoenvironmental nor paleoecological significance. The 95% CI related to 

the Nutrient Index (NI; Pauly et al., 2012; Supplementary Material 3) also illustrates two 

contrasted situations (Fig. 3): in the Ryazanian to Lower Valanginian, a two-sample test 

between a single sample in the Ryazanian and a single sample in the Valanginian may 



remain within the range of the 95% CI estimates; on the contrary, the increase between the 

Lower Valanginian and the Hauterivian–Barremian falls beyond the 95% CI, and therefore 

appears statistically consistent. 

By illustrating examples of statistically significant and non-significant changes, this case 

study highlights the usefulness of calculating confidence intervals and integrating them into 

graphs representing variations of taxonomic relative abundances or abundance-based ratios. 

There is not, and there cannot be, any rule-of-thumb to avoid these calculations because the 

statistical significance of the difference between two samples is not only a matter of absolute 

difference between them, but also directly depends on the compared values as well as on 

the sample sizes. On one hand, with n = 300, a 10% absolute difference between 10% 

(95% CI: [6.85%; 14.0%]) and 20% (95% CI: [15.6%; 25.0%]) is significant, whereas another 

between 40% (95% CI: [34.4%; 45.8%]) and 50% (95% CI: [44.2%; 55.8%]) is not; on the 

other hand, a 15% absolute difference between 35% and 50% is significant for n = 200 

(95% CI: [28.4%; 42.1%] vs. [42.9%; 57.1%]) whereas it is not for n = 100 (95% CI: [25.7%; 

45.2%] vs. [39.8%; 60.2%]). Therefore CIs should always be made available by authors as 

they are the only actual way for both authors and readers to critically assess the statistical 

reliability of the analyzed data and results, as well as the proposed interpretations. 

 

 
Figure 3: Pauly et al.’s (2012) fig. 3 with the 95% CIs for nine coccolithophorid taxa of interest and for the 

Nutrient Index (gray envelopes). 

 

 



5. Conclusions 

This study highlights the importance of calculating and graphically representing statistical 

confidence intervals related to taxonomic relative abundances and abundance-based ratios 

as customarily studied by micropaleontologists since several decades. For this purpose, 

easy-to-use computational solutions now exist, including the free and user-friendly PAST 

software which offers a module for calculating relative abundance CIs for one or more 

samples. In addition, we provide here an excel sheet and added in PAST two taxonomic 

abundance-based ratio CI calculation solutions. Since a statistical uncertainty necessarily 

results from any sampling procedure, a confidence interval should always be associated with 

any empirical proportion or ratio estimate to allow authors and readers to objectively 

describe, compare, interpret and discuss the meaning and implications of the sample data at 

hand. We hope that the scientific benefits combined with the easy access to practical and 

user-friendly computational solutions such as PAST will help and encourage 

micropaleontologists, reviewers and publishers to produce, require and ultimately publish 

statistical confidence intervals in future studies. 
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Supplementary figures 

 
Supplementary Fig. 1: PAST 3.06 sheet. To calculate the binomial (Clopper–Pearson) 95% CIs related to 

different samples (rows), the user has to select two columns: the taxon of interest and the total number of 

specimens counted. Then the user has to select ‘Multiple proportion CIs’ in the ‘Univariate’ menu. 

 

 
Supplementary Fig. 2: PAST 3.06 sheet. Graphical output (‘Plot’ tab) of the ‘Multiple proportion CIs’ 

computation from the ‘Univariate’ menu. The default plot shows the empirical proportions (circles) and their 

associated binomial (Clopper–Pearson) 95% CIs (whiskers), with samples arranged horizontally from left to 

right. 

 



 
Supplementary Fig. 3: PAST 3.06 sheet. Numerical output (‘Numbers’ tab) of the ‘Multiple proportion CIs’ 

computation from the ‘Univariate’ menu. 


